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Board Member:  

Candidate:  

Question 1 score:  ________ Question 6 score:  ________ 
Question 2 score:  ________ Question 7 score:  ________ 
Question 3 score:  ________ Question 8 score:  ________ 
Question 4 score:  ________ Question 9 score: ________ 
Question 5 score:  ________ Question 10 score: ________ 

      TOTAL SCORE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS : _______
Deviations to this standard scoring criteria must be 

approved by wing or group commander. 
Selecting official date stamped signature: 

AGR Package and Interview Scores
Simple Scoring: 

Complex Scoring:

Interview vs Package Scoring:
Sticky Note
Example:  If your PACKAGE is weighted in 5 areas at 20 POINTS each, you would then not be able to exceed combined 40 POINTS total on the interview questions.  (5 questions worth 8 points, 10 questions worth 4 points each etc....)

HRO (Pro-Tip)
Sticky Note
QUESTION DEVELOPMENT AND SCORINGTraining is available on Air Force e-Learning, accessed through the Career & Training tab at the top of AF Portal.  The name of the course is "Essentials of Interviewing and Hiring: Behavioral Interview Techniques". I recommend complete this course prior to developing questions.Additioanlly there is also a mobile app, the Skillsoft "usafprod". Instructions for access are detailed on the main page for AF e-learning.Link to Air Force e-Learning: https://usafprod.skillport.com/skillportfe/main.action#whatshappeningLink to Behavioral Interview Techniques CBT: https://usafprod.skillport.com/skillportfe/main.action#summary/COURSES/CDE$32229:_ss_cca:hr_06_a04_bs_enusThere are 4 modules of instruction:1 - Developing Behavioral-based Questions for an Interview2 - Practice: Asking Questions in an Interview 3 - Using Behavioral-based Questions in an Interview 4 - What is Behavioral-based InterviewingTotal expected duration is 1 Hour.The key to conducting the behavior based interview is that interviewers may ask follow-on questions regarding specific examples, individual actions, and results in order to elicit a complete answer.  The goal is to avoid situational based questions and uncover past behavior to predict future performance success.

HRO (Pro-Tip)
Sticky Note
Example Questions:-Please give us a brief overview of your military/civilian career highlighting your experience level and job history as it specifically pertains tothe position.-The position for which you are applying is an Active Guard/Reserve position which means you would become an integral part of aleadership team responsible for the overall mission of the Alaska Air National Guard; to organize, train and equip members to serve thevital interests of our community, state and nation. Explain the last time you taught a new skill and the actions you took to reinforce thatnew skill.-In the position for which you are applying you may be dealing with personnel administrative programs and assisting others in makingcareer decisions. Describe your knowledge and experience handling this task. Provide examples to support your discussion.-Tell us how you would balance your team’s combat readiness with mission objectives. What regulatory guidance would you consider incarrying out this task?-What experience do you have with leading and managing teams? In your discussion, include what impact the “highest level of readiness”had on your team’s success.-If selected for this position, you will be leading a team of other professionals where you are responsible for their ability to accomplish themission. Can you give an example of a situation requiring you to translate a leader’s direction into specific tasks and responsibilities foryour team; what challenges did you encounter and how did you handle them?-Provide a recent example where you were required to adapt your behavior and work methods in response to new information, changingconditions, or unexpected obstacles working toward mission accomplishment.-Describe a situation where your judgment led you to make sound and well-informed decisions and how that situation would apply ifselected for this position?-Provide a recent example where you instilled trust and confidence, creating a culture that fosters a high standard of ethics while behavingin a fair manner toward others?-Describe the informal and formal process of mentoring. Provide an example of mentoring an Airman and the results of the interaction.-Provide an example demonstrating your ability to prioritize multiple tasks and the actions you took at the close of this project or task.-Provide an overview of the AFI regarding the enlisted force structure, to include outlining the three enlisted force tiers. Describe how youhave applied this guidance in your career.-Provide an overview of Air Force Instructions governing awards programs and a personal example that illustrates your experience ofrecognizing Airman through this process.
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PACKAGE                        SCORE:______ 
This was based on content, experience, education, and special skills. 
A score of ____- NGB 34-1 or resume had no information such as: PME, and other assignment information. 
The applicant provided questionable employer references. (ADD you additional criteria here ex. No Degree) A 
score of ____- NGB 34-1 or resume had little to no information and below average such as: past job 
performance, and other military assignment information. (ADD you additional criteria here ex. No Degree) 
A score of ____- NGB 34-1 or resume had some information such as: past job performance, and other military 
assignment information and was average. (ADD you additional criteria here ex. Completed Associate Degree) 
A score of ____- NGB 34-1, resume, letters of recommendation, course completion certificates were above 
average and available for review when package was submitted. (ADD you additional criteria here ex.  
A score of ____- NGB 34-1, resume, letters of recommendation, course completion certificates, past job 
performance, and other military assignment information were all superior and available for review when 
package was submitted.  (ADD you additional criteria here ex. Completed Master’s Degree) 

JOB EXPERIENCE                                                   SCORE:
This was based on job experience (military and civilian) as related to the duties of the position applied for.  
Experience in career fields which have relevance to the advertised position should be considered. 
A score of ____-was given to an applicant who does not possess appropriate or complete job experience.  
A score of ____-was given to an applicant with experience that marginally demonstrates knowledge, skills and 
abilities through past work performance in the position applied for. 
A score of ____-was given to an applicant who possesses adequate knowledge, skills and abilities through past 
work performance in the position applied for. 
A score of ____-was given to an applicant who possesses above average knowledge, skills and abilities through 
past work performance in the position applied for and regulatory references. 
A score of ____-was given to an applicant who possesses excellent knowledge, skills and abilities through past 
work performance in the position applied for and regulatory references. 

GENERAL MILITARY EXPERIENCE               SCORE:______   
This was based on general military experience of the applicant.  Experience unrelated to the position, but related 
to general conduct of military activities, may be considered (PME or BMT instructor, HHQ staff duties, 
adherence to military standards, etc.). 
A score of _____- was given to an applicant who does not possess appropriate or complete general military 
experience.  
A score of _____- was given to an applicant that marginally demonstrates knowledge, skills and abilities 
through past work performance. 
A score of _____- was given to an applicant who possesses adequate knowledge, skills and abilities through 
past work performance. 
A score of _____- was given to an applicant who possesses above average knowledge, skills and abilities 
through past work performance and regulatory references. 
A score of _____-was given to an applicant who possesses excellent knowledge, skills and abilities through 
past work performance and regulatory references. 
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UNIT FORCE STRUCTURE                 SCORE:______ 
This area considered how well the applicant’s current grade aligned with the advertised position’s grade and the 
overall force structure of the unit/section for which the individual applied.  Unit force structure is dynamic and 
scores will vary accordingly based on current squadron/flight structure and applicant grade.  If all applicants’ 
grades were equal, this area may not have been considered.  Optimal    TAFMS for this position is over        
years. A score of_____ was given to an applicant whose current grade least effectively aids the unit in 
establishing and maintaining proper force structure.  TAFMS is ____   years or less
A score of _____ was given to an applicant whose current grade somewhat aids the unit in establishing and 
maintaining proper force structure. TAFMS  is over ____   years but less than            years 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant whose current grade effectively aids the unit in establishing and 
maintaining proper force structure, but can become a concern based on applicant’s grade and those within the 
unit. TAFMS  is over            years but less than          years 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant whose current grade aids the unit in establishing and maintaining 
proper force structure based on applicants grade and those within the unit. TAFMS  is over  ____  years but less 
than            years 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant whose current grade most effectively aids the unit in establishing 
and maintaining proper force structure based on applicants grade and those within the unit. TAFMS   is over 
_____ years 

ORGANIZATIONAL & LEADERSHIP SKILLS             SCORE:______ 
Demonstrated/potential organizational & leadership ability was considered through review of the hiring 
package contents and interview.  
A score of _____ was given to an applicant who demonstrated the least organizational & leadership ability/
potential. 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant who demonstrated minimal organizational & leadership ability/
potential through past performance. 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant who demonstrated average organizational & leadership ability/
potential through past performance. 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant who demonstrated above average organizational & leadership 
ability/ potential through past performance. 
A score of _____ was given to an applicant who demonstrated the greatest organizational & leadership ability/
potential. 

TOTAL PACKAGE SCORE: 
TOTAL INTERVIEW SCORE:

TOTAL OVERALL SCORE:











POLICY FOR  SELECTION PANELS (from AKNGI 1320.14 26 Jun 2020)

Selection panels will be used in determining the “best suited” applicant (an observer may be present if desired. 
There is no criteria for an observer, however, observers are not selection panel members and must be a non- 
participant in the process). An interview panel is better able to document and interpret the information presented 
by an applicant. A panel also reduces the risk of biases in ratings, and allows for a diverse (e.g., race and gender) 
range of interviewers. This indicates to the applicant the organization values diversity and fair treatment.

The selecting supervisor is the individual responsible for making the decision whether to select an applicant for a 
position. When the selecting official is not a panel member the panel will provide recommendation to the 
selection official.
- Panels will be composed as follows;
          O Selection panel will include not less than three members who are  equal to or senior in rank to all
               applicants being considered.
          O Panel members will be drawn from the ANG and may include a mix of Full-time Support (FTS) (AGR,  
               Military Technician, and Non-Dual Status Title 5 Technicians) and inactive duty training (IDT) Airmen. 
               External members may sit on the panel if they can be considered Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) in the
               appropriate specialty (i.e. ARNG, Active Duty or Reserve).
          O The president will be the senior member on the panel when the selecting official is not a member.

  O All panels will be diverse by gender and two or more either ethnicity or Race. Approved exception, if all
               applicants and panel members are of the same gender, board diversity by gender is not required.
               Additional exceptions to policy require approval from the State Equal Employment Manager (SEEM).
          O Panels for an enlisted position will have at least 1 enlisted Airman as a panel member.
          O Panel Members must ALL be of equal or higher grade that the authorized grade of the advertised
               position.  EXAMPLE:  An E-5 in an E-5 graded position cannot be on an interview panel for a E-6
               position EVEN IF all applicants are currently the grade of E-5
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	BB Simple Scoring: INTERVIEW QUESTION SCORING CRITERIA:  (edit as needed)Excellent (3) points: Applicant was well prepared for the question and answered with appropriate responses in a timely manner. Applicant’s answer incorporated all or most of the preferred responses (listed in italics with the questions) in a clear and decisive mannerSuitable (2) points: Applicant was prepared for the questions and answered appropriately. Applicant’s answers incorporated some of the preferred responses. Marginal (1) point: Applicant could have been better prepared for the question. Questions were answered, but not completely; took the applicant by surprise; or a great deal of time was spent thinking of a response. Applicant’s answers were not well presented and/or incorporated few of the preferred responses. Poor (0) points: Applicant did not answer the question appropriately or completely. Applicants answer did not incorporate any of the preferred responses or the response was not clear and decisive or well thought out. 
	Group1: Choice1
	BB- PACKAGE SCORING 20: This was based on content, experience, education, and special skills. A score of (1) = NGB 34-1 or resume had no information such as: PME, and other assignment information. The applicant provided questionable employer references. (ADD you additional criteria here ex. No Degree) A score of  (5) = NGB 34-1 or resume had little to no information and below average such as: past job performance, and other military assignment information. (ADD you additional criteria here ex. No Degree) A score of  (10) = NGB 34-1 or resume had some information such as: past job performance, and other military assignment information and was average. (ADD you additional criteria here ex. Completed Associate Degree) A score of (15) = NGB 34-1, resume, letters of recommendation, course completion certificates were above average and available for review when package was submitted. (ADD you additional criteria here ex.  A score of (20) = NGB 34-1, resume, letters of recommendation, course completion certificates, past job performance, and other military assignment information were all superior and available for review when package was submitted.  (ADD your additional criteria here ex. Completed Master’s Degree)
	BB FORCE STRUCTURE: This area considered how well the applicant’s current grade aligned with the advertised position’s grade and theoverall force structure of the unit/section for which the individual applied. Unit force structure is dynamic andscores will vary accordingly based on current squadron/flight structure and applicant grade. If all applicants’grades were equal, this area may not have been considered. Optimal TAFMS for this position is over years. [ ]  A SCORE OF (  1  ) was given to an applicant whose current grade least effectively aids the unit in      establishing and maintaining proper force structure. TAFMS is (  4  ) years or less.[ ]  A SCORE of (  5  ) applicant's  current grade somewhat aids the unit in establishing &      maintaining proper force structure. TAFMS is over (  4  ) years but less than (  6  ) years.[ ]  A SCORE OF (  10  ) applicant's current grade effectively aids the unit in establishing and maintaining proper      force structure, but can become a concern based on applicant’s grade and those within the     unit. TAFMS is over (  6  ) years but less than (  8  ) years.[ ]  A SCORE OF (  15  ): Applicant's grade aids the unit in establishing & maintaining proper force structure      based on applicant's grade & those w/in the unit. TAFMS is over (  8  ) years but less than (  10  ) years.[ ]  A SCORE OF (  20  ) applicant's current grade most effectively aids the unit in establishing & maintaining ~      proper force structure based on applicants grade and those within the unit. TAFMS is over (  10  ) years.


